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Some things noticed about Jack’s life 
experiences
Jack is ready (if we’re ready)

• What to do? What to explore? 
Beginning with typical pathways (What 
are other guys Jack’s age doing?)

• Others expected he’d participate and 
contribute

• Jack expected he’d participate and 
contribute

• There were certainly considerations for 
his involvement (adaptations, 
modifications)

• Good for everyone – life is relational

What does this mean about 
good employment?

• Setting the stage with positive 
relationships and life experiences

• Getting a good taste of work early in 
life

• Challenging the predominant mindset 
about Jack’s rightful place and 
contribution

• Not an arbitrary job (not a 
“placement”) 

• Work that’s interesting, engaging, and 
a fit with people, task, place



Vision provides direction

Job Mentor
We recruited Julia
★ Directly employ Julia for 5 years 

★ NDIS funded - Self managed

★ Humble, patient, positive and encouraging

★ Respectful and keen to learn

★ Continues to grow in the role - breaks down tasks 
well, identifies opportunities, implements 
strategies

★ Initially between 10 - 12 hours a week now up to 
20 hours a week



After school care
Julia and Jack met to learn 
about the tasks

  

Applied for several jobs
Sent an email

A great asset as a paid staff member.

An excellent candidate as I have experience as:
• A game leader at Rosewood  Football Club
• Basketball assistant coach for under 16's 
• 18 months paid employment as an Admin 

assistant
• Experience in facilitating fitness sessions.

Resume attached

Jack Kruger (with support from my job coach)

Follow up with a phone call.



Three things to know before starting a job

1. Devote time to know the job candidate while discerning:
○ interests related to work
○ conditions that need to be in place for the person to be at his or her best 
○ contributions related to work

2. Identify the tasks to be performed in the business (related to 
point1).

3. Study and learn about how new employees typically learn the 
identified tasks (related to point 2) and honor these typical and 
valued practices to the fullest extent possible. 

Prep before Jack commenced day 1
Preparing for GH
Before Jack started

● Precise and process driven 
workplace

● Practices greetings
● Ensured Jack had 

appropriate uniform

Preparing for Afters
Before Jack started

● Role play on how to respond 
to children

● Attention to dress code



Learning the job on the job

Ask how they taught people 
the job 

Testing tasks

What worked 

What could have worked 
better

Ongoing relationships
The dance of relationships
Knowing when to make contact and when 
to step back
Check in meetings
Short term contract
Continue to test new work tasks
Identifying the natural workplace staff that 
want to see Jack at his best
Bridging shared interests - AFL
Ensuring Jack is seen as competent as 
possible



When to step aside
Be clear of your role from the beginning

Encouraging typical orientation to the job

Seeking out tasks with natural support

Provide confidence of Jack’s competence 
and ability without your presence

Find a role elsewhere when Jack has 
mastered a task

Gradually start later than Jack.

Things to keep in mind -- doing a good 
job of getting a good job

• Identify a fitting employment mentor - considerations for age, 
personality and with a mindset of advocate, guide, agent, ally, 
advisor, consultant…

• Healthy working relationships that include the family. It is a 
partnership.

• Develop a balanced and reciprocal relationship with person 
mentored. 

• Know the person – his or her conditions for success, interests 
related to work, and contributions offered to businesses.

• Begin with the person (not the job) and learn how his or her 
interests, conditions and contributions intersect with business 
needs.



Things to keep in mind -- doing a good 
job of getting a good job

• Negotiate a mutually beneficial job for job candidate and 
business.

• Study typical and valued practices already in place, how 
new workers typically learn their jobs and who teaches 
them – honoring what’s learned to the fullest extent 
possible.

• Don’t get in a hurry. Honor the process.
• Enjoy the process and the privilege of introducing people 

who’d otherwise not have the benefit of knowing each 
other.


